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Following the completioni of the Treaty on the, Non- ... .. 
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) in 1968. the AEA.What Nuclear Material"
has becore the instrument with whio.h to verily that the Dosthe IAEA Sfgad
peaceful use' commitments made under the NPT or sirnilair ......

agreements aire kept through performning what is known as Th ~Ai~e cuntl of ll ' orce
its safeguards" role. ftsinb n aterilall in cour:;ies udrsf~

Under the NPT. governments around the world have Vypes of0 nucer maeilthat are the ms rca n
commriitted o three comnmon objectives: preventing the mlx.tt ucerWO)O maup trg:Tt
proliferation of nuclear weapons; pursuing nuclear icueputn im-3,uaum2 nd25an

disarmamentand promoting the peaceful uises of nulclear CflVrral coria i (ine or rmetre of fe
energy. The NPT has made it obligatory for all: its nions-nuclear.
Weaponi Sate parties to submit all nuclear material in Sfegurd ativiies. 3are applied routinely atoM
nuclear activities to IAEA safeguards, and to :concluid a 90fc:rsi 1cutis n200 alone, Moreh

. ... .. comprehensive safeguards agreement wvith the Agency. 21 000 caedrdays' intAMl"weedvtd

..............With all but a handful of the world community as Statr, vnyqhndesOf tons of specia: l fiMoal

.........parties, the NPT is by tar the mrost widely adhered to legal rwet by toe than IAEA 2Sf) ispects. 
agreement in the field of disarmament and non-proliferation.________

............. hefive nuclear-weapon States as idenitied'Cby the NPT are
China, France, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom

...... and the United States. The more than 180 non-nuclear-

.........weapon States that are party to the NPT have pledged not 
to develop or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons.

The discovery in the arly 990s of a clandestine nuclear
weapons development programm,.re in rag demnonstrated

the need to further strengthen the IAEA safeguards syvstem-
~~~~~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~in order to increase the likelihood of detecting possible
~~~~ ~~~~~~-; ~~~~~~~~un-declIared nuclear. activities. Also prompting such

improvements was the experience gained in verifying South
Africa's dismantlement of its nuclear weapons programmi-e.

-~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~and the verification challenges encountered in the
Demcratic People's Republic of Korea (DPF{K).

Iraq is an NPT State that was revealed as having a landes-
"7' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tine nuclear weapons development programme. After the

When comnprehenrsive. stg ard reements first becamne 1991 Gulf War te IAEA. at the request of the UN Security
a requirement under the Treaty for the Prohibition of Council. has been engaged with uncovering arrd dismantling
Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (1 967) and subsequently that programme and setting up a monitoring systemn to ensure
rjnder the NPT (1968). the AEA established a safeguards that Iraci does not rebuild any aspect of that ni-ogramnne.

* ~~standard reoucdas iNFCIRC/i1 53"> (Cocrtectedj)) suit-
able for application to both simple nceractivities and to The Republic of South Africa acceded to the NPTr as a
corrplex nuclear fuel cycles, i.e. a systern applicable to non-nuclear-weapon State in 1991 and has submlitted its
reactors and to conversion, enrichment, fabrication and nuclear programme to IAEA safeguards. It is the only country
reprocessing plants which produce and process reactor so far that has assembled nuclear weapons but subse-
fuel. The State has an obligation to declare to the IAEA, quently unilaterally renoUnced and dismantled them.,
when the agreement enters into force, all nuclear material accepting IAEA verification to confirm the termination of its
and facilities subject to safeguards under the agreement. programme. The IAEA gained valuable experience in verifying
The State also has an obligation to update this information the completeness of South Africa's declaration.
and to declare all new nuclear materials and facilities
which subsequently become subject to the terms of te Under a safeguards system that is based on INFCIFIC/1 53
agreement. (Corr.) alone, the capability of the IAEA to detect undeclared

nuclear activities is limited. IAEA inspections have focused
The IAEA uses nuclear mraterial accountancy is, its basic onl declared nuclear material, and were centered o strategic
measure for safeguarding declared miaterial.. The system points in declared facilities. The developments in the 1 990's
monitors the quantities of nuclear material present in a prompted the AFA to develop and implement new mreasures
nuclear acility armd the changes in these quantities that designed to improve its ability to detect undeclared nuclear
take place over time. n addition, the IAEA analyses all mnaterial and nuclear-related activities.
relevant inforrmation obtained through verification and
from other sources to ensure conlsistency with State T1he AEA's safeguards system aims to provide assurance
declarations, riot oly that declared material1 is not diverted, through



more ffct+ive- inter atlonal safeguards, but also to provide
assurance that there are no undeclared nuclear activities.
To do this effectively requires bro.,adi information from States
on nuclear and nuclear-related activities. and access for
IAEA nsetras weUl as more simplified administrative
procedures for inspections than those established under

compehenivesafeg uards agreemnents alone. Several new
measures have been implemented tostnthr saf-e
cuarrds' ffect veness,- under existing safeguards agree-
mnents. Other mneasures require new legal atotythrouigh

an AditinalProtcolto aState's sa.-fegu~ards agreement.

tjrder at- Additional Protocol (based on NFCIRC/540 (corr.)), rurr~rgoeqa~e/ThkEC
which is the key to testrengiCthene aegad sys ter a
State is required to provide the IAEA wioth broader informa-
tiorr overing al set f its nucjle~ar uel cycle-related With w,,ider access, broader informnation and better use f
activities. ncluidinoc researc and develocpmyenit and uraniumir techrioluoy, he Agnyscppabibly o det:ect and deter
mining. Sttsmust also rat tiie Agency broader access undeclared nuclear material or activities is sianifti-'ntl'

ricsand enable it to use the mrost advanced verification improved.. 
technologies Specific measures provided for in an.........

Additional Protocol include:.. t A~~~u~~~t[~~~fl4[,fluhaf~~~~~~~~~1.Mn4...........
Information aboi~~~~~~~~~~~~it arid access to, all aspects of States - a - S a z a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...........
nuclear fuel cycle from uranium mines to nuclear~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~......... 
waste arid any other locations whore nuclear material~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~......
intended for rrr~~~~~~n-nuclear rises is present; The regular work of IAEA safegriards in.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~spector s must be....
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_________________________________________ The discovery of Iraq's clandestine nuclear weapons
programme demonstrated that limited intormation and
access rights can seriously constrain the AA in fully

exercising its verification and detection capabilities, Extended
IAP-A rlechan-ism-s for verification - as provided for in an

Ultimately the strength ct the AEA safeguards system Additional Protocol ---are the most offec:tive wary to address
depends upon three onterrelated elements: the problem. of detecting clandlestine or undeclared nuclear

activities.
the extent to which the AEA is aware of the nature and
locations of States' nuclear. and nuclear-related activities, By entrusting an impartial inspectorate with he task of

verifying the peaceful use of nuclear energy th nentoa

the extent to which AEA nspectors have physical communlity has taken an iportanti step in the direction of
access to relevant locations for the purpose of providing peace and international security. This is based upon States'

.... .... . independent verification of the exclusively peacef l readiness to submit to transparency of their nuclear activities
.......... intent of a State's nuc':ear programme: and and. thus, to mutually assure their peaceful nature. By signing

... .. ...... ~~~~~~~~~~on to the strengthiipeed safeguards system. by dealing
the will of the nternational community. through the promptly and responsibly with cases of safeguards violations,
United Nations Security Council, to take action against and by providing the Agency wvith the resources necessary to
States that are not complying with their safguards do the job, States demonstrate the political will tostrengthen

.......... comminitments to the AEA. the safeguards systemn.
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